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Media Lit is important, 
but how?



Frameworks



Frameworks
Science: hypothesis, 

experimentation, 
observation, conclusion



Frameworks
Math: solving for the 

unknown
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Not real, but realistic
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Subset
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2. Media construct 
versions of reality.

bias



2. Media construct 
versions of reality.

Creators’ biases.



White cisgender male heterosexual 
middle class bias















https://www.insider.com/selfie-hack-front-camera-zoom-distort-facial-features-beauty-gurus-2020-4



Key Concept 1 is about realistic 
subsets of reality while Key 
Concept 2 deals with creators’ 
and media biases.



3. Audiences 
negotiate 
meaning.



meaning is 
constructed in the 
minds of the audience





UH digital library



Artland.com

paying attention, 
knowing relevant 
codes and 
conventions and 
reflecting carefully.



Artland.com

4. Media have 
economic 
implications.



Artland.com

ad-supported:
advertisements are 
blended with media 
experiences



Artland.com
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PC Mag

SmartSmart



PC Mag

Smart

Unique
numbers
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4. Media have 
economic 
implications.



BBC
DeMilked



BBC



5. Media communicate 
values messages.





sequential 
and 
linear.



CTV.COM

http://ctv.com
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ninjaselection.com
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ninjaselection.com

competition, aggression and solitary actions
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6. Media communicate 
political and social messages.

http://ctv.com
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 thestar.com

http://ctv.com
http://thesatr.com
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7. Form and content are 
closely related in each medium.

The medium is the message.

http://ctv.com


 

the medium of communication 
has more impact on the 
audience than any of the 
content the medium might 
communicate

http://ctv.com
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8. Each medium has 
a unique aesthetic form.

pleasures

http://ctv.com


 
YouTube
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Media

Literacy

Triangle
Scottish Film Council



Meanings
Multiple Perspectives



Meanings

Audience

Production

Text



Audience
race
class 

culture
gender

textual competence
psychology

social function
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Text
denotation       
connotation

codes
values
genre

commodity
intertextuality

Meanings

clothing, architecture, 
voice and all electronic 
media experiences.
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